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Jews around the world celebrate Passover by retelling the story of the
Exodus from Egypt – still the “greatest story ever told ”. Many traveled a
similar path f rom the slavery of the Holocaust, or in the Soviet gulag, to the
freedom of a Jewish state.
However, a small number of Israeli archeologists f rom Tel Aviv
University, who cut themselves off from the richness of Jewish history and
tradition, have gained notoriety by portraying the Exodus a my th. This is their
contribution to the post -Zionist movement, whose goal, beyond sel fpromotion, is to end the “abnormality” of Israel, and lead the Jewish people
into historical and cultural assimilation, and political suicide.
Of course, f or religious a nd traditional Jews, the dubious clai ms of
these archeologists are irrelevant. T he force of the Biblical narrative, and the
complex and detailed narrative tracing the movement f rom the beginning of
slavery to the triumphant march f rom slavery into freedom, is far more
convincing than latest pseudo -intellectual fashion.
In addition, for those Jews who find comfort and support f or their
beliefs in tangible evidence, a growing accumulati on of archeological
evidence has substanti ated much of Biblical history. There is plenty of proof
that the conquest of the land, the battles described in the Book of Judges, and
King David’s founding of Jerusalem are not f iction. Earlier claims that these
events, as well, were mere myths, have been f orgotten.
Substantively , the archeologists who deny the historical veracity of the
Exodus are on very thin ground. T heir case is entirely based on the absence
of artifacts to prove the presence of Israelites in Egypt or f rom the forty years
of wanderings in the desert. In Egyp t, the Hebrews were one of many groups
of slaves, and, like sl aves elsewhere, were stripped of their identities,
language and customs. Under such circumstances, what sort of identi fiable
relics can be expected to have survi ved 4000 years?
And with regar d to the 40 years of wandering, one would not expect
nomads who lived in tents and traveled with minimal baggage to l eave
monuments f or later discovery. After hundreds of years of toiling f or their
Egyptian masters, the Israelites were in no mood to begin erecting new
pyramids in the desert. Indeed, the goal of the 40 years of wandering in the
desert was to erase every trace of Egyptian inf luence – in religion, culture,
and institutions.
It is obvious that these Israelis archeologists are not motivated by
scientific objectives, but rather are abusing their academic positions to pursue
political and ideological goals associated with post -Zionist ideology. In a very
patronizing and ultimately self -destructive manner, they urge Israelis and the
Jewish peop le to “demonstrate political maturity ” by ending the repetition of
the “old myths”. Exhausted by the weight of history and identity, post -Zionists
are pursuing a ti me when the Jewish people wi ll no longer claim special status
in the Land of Israel, and wi ll be free to assimilate and disappear as a
separate people and society.

In the absence of any academic basis for these efforts, the best
explanation f or the growth of post-Zionist archeology is the further
encroachment of the Stockholm syndrome among se cular Israeli intellectuals.
This is a form of psychological slaver y, caused by decades of stress, including
wars, terrorism, and political as well as social isolation. Post -Zionists are tired
of fighting, and are ready to surrender, not just as individu als, but as the sel fappointed representati ves of an entire society. Without a unique history,
singular values, and one of the world ’s richest cultural legacies, the diff icult
struggle for separate Jewish survi val and identity is no longer worthwhile.
Fortunately, among most Israelis, supported by many in the Diaspora
who have resisted assimilation and maintain a strong Jewish identity, the
fashion of post -Zionism is not gaining support. In Israel and throughout the
Jewish world, the Exodus f rom Egypt, and the transf ormation from slavery to
freedom based on nati onal sovereignty and independence, is celebrated as it
has been for thousands of years. This is the best antidote to the sel f-imposed
slavery of spiritual deni al and cultural assimilation.

